Abstract. In order to extract the morphology characteristic of teeth surface, a curvature estimation and visualization method for dental mesh models is investigated in this paper. By using a local cubic surface fitting method the model discrete curvatures are approximated and then improved through histogram equalization algorithm in order to get better views of curvature. The experiment results also demonstrate that the method performs good calculation and visualization performance, which make the model concave and convex characteristics appear more clearly and thus lay a good foundation for subsequent teeth feature extraction.
Introduction
With the rapid development of 3D digital imaging technology in stomatology, computer-aided diagnosis technology has been increasingly applied in dental restoration. In these diagnosis system, curvature analysis is often needed on dental models in order to obtain the morphology characteristic of teeth surface, and the analysis results play an important influence on follow-up feature extraction, positioning and segmentation of teeth.
Curvature, the second-order differential component of surface, is one of the important metrics describing surface geometry characteristics, i.e. the concave and convex degree of surface at a certain position. However, in dental systems, dental models are often represented by triangle meshes obtained with optical scanners, and the triangular mesh is a kind of discrete piece-wise linear surface, which has no continuous vector and curvature. At present, the usual ways to calculate discrete curvature are local surface fitting method [1] [2] , Laplace-Beltrami [3] [4] , tensor analysis method [5] , voronoi method [6] and et al. Most of these methods are based on each mesh vertex and its neighborhood to estimate its curvature, so they are sensitive to the shape of triangles and the data noise. If abnormal curvatures exist, the curvature visualization method, e.g. linear interpolation or grouping method will result in fuzzy color on the model, therefore cannot recognize the abnormal area and the concave and convex characteristics.
To solve these problems mentioned above, a local cubic surface fitting method is firstly introduced in this study to compute the discrete curvature of the dental model, then the curvature value is processed through histogram equalization algorithm so as to enhance display contrast of curvature visualization.
Discrete Curvature Estimation
As the dental model usually has a large number of mesh triangles, so a local cubic surface fitting method [2] is selected to estimate the discrete curvature for its stability and simplicity. This method need to establish a local coordinate system at each mesh vertex. Under this local coordinate system, the adjacent vertices and corresponding normal vectors are used to create third degree equation in the least-squares solution for surface fitting. The specific calculation steps are as follows:
For each mesh vertex p and its normal vector np, a pair of orthogonal vectors up and vp is firstly selected on the plane vertical to np in order to form a local orthonormal coordinate system{up, vp, np} at vertex p, where p becomes (0, 0, 0), np lies along the positive z-axis.
After transforming each adjacent vertex qi of p to local coordinates (xi, yi, zi), a cubic surface is used to fitting these vertex data, which can be written as:
The normal to this surface is given by:
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Let ( , , , , , , )
be the coefficient vector of the surface, (aj, bj, cj) denote the normal at the data point (xj , yj , zj) (both normal and point must be transformed to the local coordinates), and rewrite the normal as (-aj /cj, -bj /cj , -1), then for each point, an equation can be obtained:
and for each normal, two equations can be obtained:
Thus, the entire system can be written as the matrix equation:
where U is a 3n×7 matrix and d is a 3n vector, n is the number of adjacent vertices. Through the least-squares method, the result ( , , , , , , )
can be easily solved. Note that n has better be 10-30 for there to be at least as many equations as unknowns.
Then based on the suface curvature basic formulas, the Gaussian curvature K and mean curvature H at the vertex p can then be estimated:
and the maximum and minimum principle curvatures can also be obtained:
Image Histogram Equalization
Histogram is a chart that is used to express the image intensity distribution. The method of histogram equalization usually increases the global contrast of images, especially when the usable data of the image is represented by close contrast values. Through this adjustment, the intensities can be better distributed on the histogram. Based on this principle, the curvature values of the model can be processed through equalization in order to get better views of curvature.
Histogram equalization need a transformation function T(r) that can transform each gray level r of the image to a new level s:
There are several requisite conditions for this kind of function: 1) When r∈[0, 1], T (r) must be a single-valued and monotone increasing function. Single value guarantees the existence of reverse transformation, and monotone increase guarantees the gray levels of output image will increase in order from black to white.
,which guarantees the gray levels of the input and output images have the same range. It has been certified that cumulative distribution function(CDF) can meet the requirements above, the discrete form of CDF can be written as:
where L is the total number of the grey levels, n is the total number of image pixels, nl is the number of occurrences of gray level i, so p(rl) denotes the probability of an occurrence of a pixel of level i in the image.
Curvature Visualization
Curvature Histogram Equalization. According to the principle of histogram equalization discribed above, the input and output parameters of the transformation function must be in the range of [0, 1], so the estimated curvature values should be firstly normalized. Let {ki , i = 1, 2, …, N} be the normalized curvature set of the mesh vertices, N is the total number of mesh vertices., divide {ki} into L intervals:
 , the curvature histogram can then be construsted to get the probability density of every interval:
where
 denotes the number of the mesh vertices whose curvature values are in the
. Then, in order to equavalize the curvature historgram, the transform function can be deduced based on euquation (10):
 is the number of the mesh vertices whose curvature values +1
Color Mapping. In order to visualize the curvature, pseudo color code system is used in this study, which means that a color index matrix must be created so as to map data values to colors in the colormap. In this index matrix, each row assigns a RGB triplet value whose elements specify the intensities of the red, green, and blue components of the color. The intensities must be in the range [0,1]. For example, a color index matrix with L=16 colors can be defined in Table 1 and its corresponding color map is shown in Figure 1 . Once the color map is defined, the data minimum can be mapped to the blue color with index 1, the data maximum mapped to the red color with index L, and the other data values can be linearly mapped from blue to red. Table 1 .
In order to decide each vertex color based on its curvature, let C be the color grades, L be curvature grades, thus for the i-th vertex, its curvature valure ki belonging to which interval +1 l l L L       ， should be firstly determined, then the mapping relationship between curvature and color can be given by:
where ceil() denotes rounding the value to the nearest integer greater than or equal to that element, indexi is the row index of the colormap matrix corresponding to ki.
Experiments and Discussions
In order to validate the effectiveness of the curvature visualization algorithm in this paper, the curvature of a dental mesh model is analyzed on the Windows 8 system and Matlab software platform. In the experiments, the color grades C is set 64 and curvature grades L is set 512. On comparison of the result before and after the equalization, the minimum principle curvature color map and histogram are improved apparently, which make the convex characteristics like tooth cusp and ridge can be easily identified.
Conclusion
This study investigated a curvature estimation and visualization method for dental mesh models. The method approximated the discrete curvature by using a local cubic surface fitting and improved the curvature values through histogram equalization in order to verify the estimation accuracy and enhance display contrast of curvature visualization. The feasibility of the algorithm was also verified on the Windows system and Matlab platform. Compared with traditional methods, this method has shown better practicability and visualization effect. 
